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About myself
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LOGN

• LOGN is a work title and the initials for the project 
„Landbúnaður og náttúruvernd“ (Agriculture and 
Nature consevation).

• The project is a collaboration work between The 
Farmers Association of Iceland and The Ministry 
for Environment and Natural Resources.

• The aim and purpose of the project is to explore 
the possibilities to combine nature conservation 
and agriculture in Iceland.

• Baseline assessment.
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The Farmers Association 
of Iceland

The Icelandic Agricultural
Advisory Centre



• How did it start
• How is farming even

possible in Iceland



Multiple time = 0

1. 20 million years ago –
birth of iceland

2. 10 thousand years ago –
birth of terrestrial live 
forms and soil 
development

3. 1100 years ago  - human 
settlement

4. 300 years ago – un 
paralleled documentation 
on socio-economic status

5.   2020 HNV-Iceland
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People who settled Iceland brought 
knowledge and framing skill

• They adapt to the environment
• They pass the knowledge on to the 

next generations



Grágás 1117-18

• 12% of which are in modern law
• Includes articles of sustainable land 

management, e.g. 
• Management of forests
• Conservation of wetlands



With its North Atlantic location, Iceland is marginal for agriculture, with grass being the 
only naturally viable crop in Iceland. The agricultural economy has trough the ages 
therefore focused primarily on animal husbandry. 

Thus, the success or failure of the grass crop, coupled with winter rangeland grazing, 
was the one aspect of the economy on which all else rested.



In Iceland, the maritime climate, volcanic activity, movement of outlet 
glaciers, and overgrazing are among the factors that are unfavourable
for vegetation growth and succession. 
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Major changes to the vegetation have occurred 
since the settlement of Iceland.



The characteristic of Icelandic 
farming land 
• Farms are mostly located on lowland

• Highland and mountains are used for grazing, 
mostly sheep in some aeries horses as well

• Diverse nature and fragile vegetation

• In many are, the vegetation is very sensitive

• Mainly grassland

• Some habitat types in Iceland are rare or not 
found on mainland Europe and have high 
priority conservation meaning

• Only in few areas we find intensive farming

• Birds rely on certain agricultural land use for 
primary habitat
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Farm-Birds



Heritage breeds    
Icelandic Husbandry Animals
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Agriculture in Iceland to day

• Most of the farms are run as a small family 
business

• Typical model used to be mixed husbandry 
animals

• Major changes in a few years

• Fever farmers in milk production and the 
farms are getting bigger and more 
production pr. unit

• Sheep farmers have smaller farms and work 
outside from the farm where that is possible.

• Pig and poultry farms are rather big and and
most of them located near Reykjavík

• Difficult for young people to start a farm
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Icelandic farmland compered to farmland in central Europe

South Iceland 
(Flóinn)

Holland



Threats in Icelandic Agriculture
(Both from the aspects of favour for the nature and the farm-life)

• Farms are getting bigger

• Farm abandoned

• Consumers (public) are not as connected as used 
to be

• Environmental and climate changes

• Unstable weather

• Difficulties for young farmers to start

• Production-oriented subsidies

• Intensive farming system

• Overgrazing

• Increasing competition in the market

• Major natural disasters

• Old farming-methods are disappearing

• Growing tourism
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Strength in Icelandic Agriculture and 
Opportunities for HNV

• Livestock are healthy

• Most of the farms in Iceland are rather 
small

• Heritage breeds

• Farmers are open for protecting nature 

• Consumers awareness

• Welfare regulations and good heard 
registration system

• Use of antibiotics in Icelandic agriculture is 
minimal

• Big part of arable land is still of uncultivated 

• Growing tourism business 

• Carbon-footprint controlling

• Wetland and ecosystem restoration
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HNV-farming in Iceland

• Iceland is defined as the HNV region 
in Europe

• Agriculture in Iceland has most of the 
characteristics of HNV agriculture

• We can learn a lot from ongoing 
HNV-projects in Europe and use the 
method they have developed
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Mynd frá HNV-link, sótt á:
http://www.hnvlink.eu/outputs/educationalmaterials/

http://www.hnvlink.eu/outputs/educationalmaterials/


LOGN Project

Baseline Assessment

• Desk research
• What do we have and what has been done in Iceland
• Similar projects in Europa and other colonials

• Information from the grassroot
• Survey
• Workshops and meetings
• Informal interviews with farmers

• Prossesing and strategy plannig
• Organized interviews with farmers
• What has been done?
• What opportunities and knowledge are there?
• What should we aim for?

• Future product:

• "Toolbox" for nature conservation in agricultural areas
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Information from the grassroot

What has been done in Iceland
• What can we learn from the past
• Is there something we should not do anymore 

What is being done abroad
• Is there something we can learn from our 

neighbor's countries
• What mistakes did they do 

Information from the meetings

One question asked
What is nature conservation?

Workshops and conversations with 
farmers

Talk about ongoing steps

Nature-Innovation
• Capturing "what" and "why" before 

deciding "what will happen next"
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Survey

• Sent to farmers in West-and North-East-Iceland

• Mýrar and Bárðardalur

• More than 80 participated in the survey

• Farmers were generally very positive about protecting nature

• Farmers consider it very important to have diverse nature and believe that conservation and 
agriculture can work well together

• The importance of wetlands stands out, farmers do not consider it important to protect wetlands 
accordingly. survey

• Farmers are not excited about the legal nature conservation programs

• Farmers see a certain opportunity for marketing

• Farmers were generally more in favor of receiving grants for conservation but very divided in their 
position on whether it should be in agricultural agreements
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Bárðardalur
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Mýrar
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Mýrar
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Bárðardalur



9%

49%

6%

26%

6% 4%

Bárðardalur

Umhverfi og umgengni

Gróður/vistkerfi og sjálfbær notkun

Vatn og votlendi

Samfélagsmál

Dýralíf

Friðlýsingar

29%

35%

12%

12%

6%
6%

Mýrar

Umhverfi og umgengni

Gróður/vistkerfi og sjálfbær notkun

Vatn og votlendi

Samfélagsmál

Dýralíf

Friðlýsingar

Mýara vs Bárðardalur
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Náttúrunýsköpun
Vegasalt líkan

Aðgerð / Nýsköpun

Tækifæri Hindranir / Hömlur

Staður

Þátttakendur / 
framkvæmdaraðilar

Samstarfsaðilar / 
aukavægi

Aukavægi 
keppinauta

Keppinautar

Áunnin náttúruvernd Ógn við náttúru



Next steps

• Mýrar as a pilot
• Meetings whith the farmers at Mýrar
• Request volunteers to participate
• Educational meetings for participants
• Farm visits and evaluation
• Second farm visit
• Second evaluation
• Final report and conference

Nothing can stop us now
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Jæja!

Jæja nr. 1 LOGN 2019  - Baseline assessment

Jæja nr. 2 LOGN 2020  - Mýrar, pilot

Jæja nr. 3 LOGN ongoing  HNV-Iceland
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Takk fyrir

Takk fyrir

Mynd: Jóhann Óli Hilmarsson

Sigurður Torfi Sigurðsson, 
LOGN / Project Manager
Email: sts@rml.is, 
Phone: +354 516 5078  /  +354 776 8778


